Influence of proteins on the perception of flavored stirred yogurts.
Among yogurt dairy components, protein type is known to modify the texture of the products and the volatility of odorous volatile organic compounds. The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of 3 protein ratios (caseinate to total protein) on the sensory properties of 4% fat, strawberry-flavored stirred yogurts. A sensory methodology study was therefore investigated to choose the most efficient method in terms of sensitivity, quantification, and ease with which the panel could distinguish slight differences in olfactory property between the yogurts. Three kinds of product presentation procedures were compared: a monadic presentation, a comparative presentation, and a comparative presentation with a reference. The results showed that the 3 presentation methods emphasized some important texture differences between the yogurts in the same way. However, the comparative procedure with a reference was the only one to reveal clear olfactory property differences between the yogurts. The main effect of protein ratio variation in yogurt concerned the texture properties, which greatly differed between the 3 yogurts and was confirmed by complex viscosity measurements. Olfactory differences between the yogurts were more subtle. Overall, the flavor intensity and the fruity notes were less intense in the yogurts with the high caseinate ratio than in those with the low ratio. This result was in agreement with the physicochemical measurements, which showed a higher retention of a large majority of aroma compounds of the strawberry flavor in the yogurts with a high caseinate ratio.